Throughout this paper, all the stacks will be implicitly assumed to be algebraic over a xed base scheme and the morphisms locally of nite type. We x once for all a projective, smooth, connected genus g curve X over an algebraically closed eld k and a closed point x of X .
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Linearization of group stack actions and the Picard group of the moduli of SL r = s -bundles on a curve Yves LASZLO ( y ) Introduction Let G be a complex semi-simple group andG ! ! G the universal covering. Let M G (resp. MG ) be the moduli stack of G -bundles over a curve X of degree 1 2 1 (G) (resp. ofGbundles. In B-L-S], we have studied the link between the groups Pic(M G ) and Pic(MG ), the later being well understood thanks to L-S]. In particular, it has been possible to give a complete description in the case where G = PSL r but not in the case SL r = s ; s j r , although we were able to give partial results. The reason was that we did not have at our disposal the technical background to study the morphism MG ! M G . It turns to be out that it is a torsor under some group stack, not far from a Galois etale cover in the usual schematic picture. Now, the descent theory of Grothendieck has been adapted to the set-up of fpqc morphisms of stacks in L-M] and gives the theorem 4.1 in the particular case of a morphism which is torsor under a group stack. We then used this technical result to determine the exact structure of Pic (M G ) where G = SL r = s (theorem 5.6).
I would like to thank L. Breen to have taught me both the notion of torsor and linearization of a vector bundle in the set-up of group-stack action and for his comments on a preliminary version of this paper.
of 2 -categories, we'll denote by l : l f ) l g (resp. h : f h ) g h ) the 2 -morphism deduced from .
1.1. For the convenience of the reader, let us prove a simple formal lemma which will be useful in the section 4. Let A; B; C be three 2 -categories, a 2 -commutative diagram 3. An example :? Let me recall that a closed point x of X has been xed. Let S be a k -scheme. The S -points of the jacobian variety of X are by de nition isomorphism classes of line bundles on X S together with a trivialization along fxg S (such a pair will be called a rigidi ed line bundle). For the convenience of the reader, let me state this well known lemma which can be found in SGA4, exp. XVIII, (1. -to an isomorphism L ! L 0 on X S its restriction to fxg S . Let f 0 : JX BG m ! J (X) be the morphism which associates -to the pair (L; V) where L is a rigidi ed bundle on X S and V a line bundle on S (thought as an object of JX BG m over S ), the line bundle L X R V ;
The morphisms f and f 0 are (quasi)-inverse each other and are morphisms of k -stacks. We will identify from now J (X) and JX BG m . Let L (resp. P and T ) be the universal bundle on X J (X) (resp. on X JX and BG m ) and let = (det R?P) ?1 be the theta line bundle on JX . The isomorphism L ! P T yields an isomorphism Therefore, the data of a cartesian O X -module L is equivalent to the data of isomorphisms j : j L n ! L n+1 ; j = 0; : : : ; n + 1 and j : s j L n+1 ! L n ; j = 0; : : : ; n (where n is a non negative integer) which are compatible with the relations 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
Let n be a non negative integer.
4.3. We have rst to de ne for j = 0; : : : ; n + 1 an isomorphism j : j L n ! L n+1 . The line bundle j L n is de ned by the morphism l p n j : X n+1 ! BG m andp n j is associated to the map 0 ! n+1 0 7 ?! j (0) If j 6 = 0 , one has thereforep n j =p n+1 and j L n = L n+1 . We de ne j by the identity in this case.
Suppose now that j = 0 . Let n : X n ! X 1 be the projection on the 2 rst factors (associated to the canonical inclusion 1 , ! n . The commutativity of the 2 diagrams X n+1 4.4. We have then to de ne for j = 0; : : : ; n an isomorphism j : s j L n+1 ! L n . The line bundle s j L is de ned by the morphism l p n+1 s j and p n+1 s j is associated to the canonical inclusion 0 , ! X n which means p n+1 s j = p n . Therefore, s j L n+1 = L n and we de ne j to be the identity.
4.5. We have to show that the data L ; j ; j ; j 0 de nes a line bundle on the simplicial stack X as explained in (4.2). Notice that the fact that the de nition of the j 's is compatible with the relations 4.2.2 is tautological ( j is the identity on the relevant L n ). 4.6. 5.1. Let E be a a rank r vector bundle on X S endowed with an isomorphism ; D r=s ! det(E) where D is some line bundle. Let me de ne the SL r = s -bundle (E) associated to E (more precisely to the pair (E; ) ).
De nition 5.2 :? An s -trivialization of E on the etale neighborhood T ! X S is a triple (M; ; ) where : D ! M s is an isomorphism ( M is a line bundle on T ); : M r ! E T is an isomorphism; det( ) r=s : D r=s ! det(E) is equal to . The later line bundle being trivial, so is (Id f) H . The lemma above proves therefore that H itself is trivial . Each ( k -)point j of J s de nes a morphism M SL r (d) ! J s M SL r (d) (resp. J (X) ! J s J (X) ); let me denote by H j (resp. f H j ) the pull-back of H (resp. (Id f) H) by this morphism. The pull-back morphism
can be identi ed to the direct sum McL] S. Mac Lane, Categories for the working mathematician, GTM 5, Springer-Verlag (1971 
